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FULLY Wake Up To Crypto-jews. Most if not all ‘bad
elite Whites’ are Crypto-jews.
Posted on 24 November 2014 by wwwjames

Note: “Crypto-jew” means “a secret jew; a jew who tries to prevent Whites, and other races, from knowing
that he or she is a jew; in White-founded White-built countries, most jews pretend to be Whites.” Abundant
evidence is below along with links to further proof.

Isn’t it tiresome to see members of our pro-White anti-jew movement blaming what they call “elite Whites” for being traitors who
help the jews? For example, we still see slow learners saying that Bill Gates is a bad White even though I, and others, provided
the jew evidence on him years ago.
Rule of Thumb: If jewsmedia, jewsbanks, and/or jewlywood are giving fame and fortune to somebody, that somebody is
NOT WHITE.
Furthermore, we still see Whites talking about members of Congress as if any of them are Whites. Wake up, I say. And then we
still see Whites talking about religion as if being jew”ish” is not a race but a religion. Israel, the jew-only country, bases jew
citizenship only on DNA — race, blood, parentage. Nothing about religion. Fully wake up!
Photos and descriptions:

In the new tv show “Benched,” those two in the photo are jews. I have not seen the show, but it is surely populated with jews. See
below. See the evidence.

Do you remember the HBO show “Entourage”? Cast, pictured above, all jews. Yes, only one of them by physical features is a
tough call: the third from left. But investigation combined with the Rule of Thumb leaves no reasonable doubt.
Likewise, the cast of Seinfeld, and then Friends. All jews. See the pattern? That’s only the tip of the jewberg. CSI, NCIS, The
Blacklist, etc., etc. All of the actors you might think are Whites are actually jews. So are all the “Arab” actors, and most if not all of
the “Asian” actors, and most if not all of the “African-Americans.”

—

Stanley Ann Dunham and
her anti-White offspring
named Barack Hussein
Obama Jr.

Stanley Ann Dunham, the mother of the person known as president Barack Obama, was not White, she was a jew. I have made
that clear in my article “Obama Is A jew,” and in my book WHITE HONOR. When the jews can breed and promote a black jew
into the presidency in the White House, you know that they have been breeding black jews for a long time, with many failures,
many partial successes, and one all the way to the White House already.

“Who dat baby?” In the photo above, that baby is Lenny Kravitz, jew, son of jew Sydney Kravitz (left) and actress Roxie Roker,
who is either of the Negroid race or a black jew already.

And there, above, is grown-up jew Lenny Kravitz, with jew Lisa Bonet, and their jew offspring Zoe Kravitz. They usually go around
pretending to be “African-Americans” when, in fact, they are jews, serving the jew agenda, enriched by jewlywood and the jewowned music industry, and doing their part to genocide our White race. Who needs more examples of black jews? I don’t. But for
those who do –

The jew Edgar Bronfman Jr., of the jew Bronfman family who owns a gigantic conglomerate of media and alcohol industries, wed
an apparent “black” woman in 1979. They gave birth to more black jews. And as jews often do, the famous son of a jew changed
his name to better pretend to not be a jew:

Their given names, above, are Vanessa, Ben, and Hannah. Their are all jew Bronfmans. But Ben presents himself for deceitful
and celebrity purposes under a different family name. Do you know it?
For the jew Bronfmans pictured above, their grandfather or great-grandfather jew named Edgar Bronfman Sr. pretended to be an
“elite White” on the international jew stage:

—

Jacob Schiff, jew. He
doesn’t look very jewy,
though. Thus, he was
an effective cryptojew. And he had

children — more jews.
See below.

Above, you see three jews, with Bronfman on the left and Soviet Union president Mikhail Gorbachev on the right. For readers who
don’t yet know that the Soviet Union was a jew-created jew-operated murder machine, a beginning would be to know that the socalled “Russian” revolution, also known as the Bolshevik revolution, was a jew operation funded by jews mainly in New York City
and London. Jacob Schiff was the key jew in NYC — look him up. And the Rothschilds, of course, the supreme jew financial
family since the mid-to-late 1700s, have headquarters in London.
They, all of the above, are all enemy jews. As for the black jews, their skin, alone, is enough of a uniform to tell us they are antiWhite.
It’s more important to be able to identify the jews pretending to be Whites. They are the ones who criminally tricked us into giving
our White countries away and who are directing the genocide of our race.
But for entertainment and edification purposes, I would like to present one more pair of black jews. One from history and one from,
appropriately, the “Blacklist.”

As you can see, the jew named Israel Zangwill, above, was on the cover of the jews’ Time magazine in 1923. He could have
passed as a “black,” a member of the Negroid race, the African race, anywhere in the USA at that time, or now. Below, do we see
perhaps a grandson of his?

Pictured above are Zangwill (left) and two photos of actor Ron C. Jones. Are they related? Yes, at least distantly. Are they directly
related, as in grandfather and grandson? It doesn’t matter. Jones is probably a black jew. In the middle photo, Jones is in
character as a doctor on the tv show “The Blacklist.” Yes, James Spader and all of the other supposedly White actors on that show
are jews. With all of them, particular physical features combined with the Rule of Thumb leave no reasonable doubt.
How about a brief history tour of Hollywood?

Those four, above, are the actual jew “Warner Brothers.” Notice the variety among them. They are brothers, jew brothers, none of
whom look very jewy. Based on only this photo, we can see that the jew brother second from right could most easily pretend to be
White.
The Warner Brothers, and Goldwyn and Mayer, etc., were all jews. Historically, and as told in their racial rulebook The Talmud, the
jews hate all other races, especially Whites. Why would the jews owning Hollywood give fame and fortune to any Whites? If they
ever did, and I do say if, their reasons could have been the following: They didn’t have enough jew actors yet; they wanted some
White beauties to rape; they wanted some White boys to rape. And that covers it.
There was a time when the jews nearly always chose their most White-looking jews to be the frontmen, the lead actors, the
CEOs, the politicians. And the jewy-looking jews would fill the top roles behind the scenes, off camera. But now, because the jews
got so emboldened by their massive success at duping us, they have many heinous-jew-looking jews up front! Who? Rahm
Emanuel, who went from Congress, to chief of staff with Obama, to mayor of Chicago. Larry King was on CNN for ages. Ben
Stein. Ben Bernanke. Jon Stewart and a few other nightly talk-show hosts. On and on.

Rod Serling, above, did a great job for his race as he masterminded the “Twilight Zone” tv series of anti-White mind poison
(comparatively subtle in those days) that my family eagerly watched when I was a child in the 1960s. Yes, of course, Serling was a
jew, at that time a very effective crypto-jew. Likewise, Edward R. Murrow.

And then came Star Trek in the 1960s, created by crypto-jew Gene Roddenberry. After his death, his relatively stupid and obvious
jew widow did what she could to inadvertently destroy the Star Trek franchise of effective mind-poison against us “thinking Whites.”
My father, two of my older brothers, and I were big fans of Star Trek. Why? It seemed that we had admirable characters who
seemed to use intelligence to solve all problems. Now we know that Star Trek was very effective propaganda for race-mixing and
the lie of “equality.” Meanwhile, Trek was a Distraction to keep us from spending any time actually learning any truth about the
world. Are they all jews in that photo? I say, Yes. As I have said — and proved in other articles — the jews have been breeding
Mongoloid-jews and Negroid-jews for a long time. And if the Warner Brothers could have White-looking members of the family
way back when, then Hollywood could certainly have had White-looking jews playing “Mr. Scott” and “Dr. McCoy.” We know
Shatner and Nimoy are jews. They were crypto-jews, but now they are open jews, still serving their race against all of us. They are
still — wrongly — alive.

For nearly 50 years, jew William Shatner, above, has been on tv in series after series, and on talk show after talk show, working
for jewry against us. They do it step by step, you know. Most Whites didn’t like Shatner’s kiss, on Star Trek, with the black “Uhuru”
character. It was a step. Most children, like me, accepted it. So, my generation could be taken to the next poisonous step. Later,
Shatner did “T J Hooker,” a stupid cop show I didn’t watch. Later, “Boston Legal,” on which the jews were far beyond interracial
kissing and into full defense of homos, anti-guns, pushing the “Alzheimer’s” scam — which, if a true illness, probably afflicts jews,
not Whites. And now, other shows are encouraging child sex and making light of adult sex with children. Step by step.
Break for nature, and for inspiration
Some of my fellow Whites may reach this point and gasp, “But Shatner and many other jews don’t LOOK LIKE
jews. How can we ever recognize them and get rid of them?!”
The solution is to focus on what we can do, not on what we think we can’t do. Any healthy White person can learn
to recognize the jewy jews. That is important. Look at pictures, and videos if available, of Larry King, the Seinfeld
cast, the recent Federal Reserve chairmen Greenspan and Bernanke, and look at Rahm Emanuel, and more of the
photos below. Quickly, any healthy White person will learn to recognize those kinds of jews both on tv and in local
government, schools, lawyer offices, hospitals, etc., especially those with curly black hair and/or the infamous jew
nose. That is very doable, and that is very important. After that, in time, your skills will further hone themselves. All
of us Whites can do it, and we must.

—

Example: A history teacher in
Florida right now. Is he a jew?

That history teacher, above, is Stephen Veliz. Is he a jew? Most readers probably think, “Maybe, but I don’t know.” The most
obvious clues to consider are the hair (which would be curlier if not gelled), the bow tie, and the fact that he is a history teacher. I
said “clues,” not “conclusions.” Now, let me add another fact. He gets articles published in the jewsmedia and he gives lectures
pushing the Holocau$t. Can you make your conclusion yet? Veterans, such as myself, knew he was a jew based on the photo
alone, even without a profile view. The facial package shouts “jew” though without any standout feature. We also notice the odd
ear shape, especially the curve of the lobes as seen on many jews.
Right now, today, there are jews you can identify in the nearest university, big public school, or among administrators or doctors in
your city or county hospital, and among your politicians. They are all enemy jews.
Now, as I’m not “preaching to the choir” today, I’d better return to more entertaining pictures .

—

Natalie Portman, actress, jew.

Yeah, the female named Natalie Portman is just one of the best possible crypto-jews the enemy could put in movies against us.
By visible physical features, I could not have identified her as a jew, so don’t let it bother you at all if you don’t see anything jewy
about her. Funny thing, she’s an open jew. There are many other open jews among the famous, but most of our people never do a
simple search to find those easily available and verified facts.
Family resemblances are especially instructive , I think. Let’s look at some.

—

Joshua Kelley (left) and three photos of Katherine Heigl. They’re jews,
of course.

So, you see Joshua Kelley, above, with Katherine Heigl. Kelley has a brother named Charles Kelley, seen in the photo at right
with his bottle-blonde jew wife named Cassie. These jew brothers look very much alike. However, below I will present far different
examples. Meanwhile, here, note that Katherine Heigl, who has a new tv show titled “State Of Affairs,” is a bottle-blonde jew, and
depends on makeup, angle of view, and lighting for her fake “beauty.” Above, at right, her hair was closer to its natural color in the
show “My Father The Hero.”

—

Three of the four pictures are of Mel Gibson, and one is of his brother Donal Regis Gibson.
Do you see a potential jew, or two, above?

Mel Gibson has a brother named Donal Regis Gibson. Both of their names are actually longer than I have given. Their long, full
names give jew clues, especially the “Regis” of Donal Gibson. Donal Gibson, a not-famous actor, looks more jewy than his
massively successful propagandizer brother, Mel. I know, I know, the jewsmedia like to make noise about Mel being “anti-semitic”
because of a convenient rant or two. But Mel Gibson is still working and raking in the dough in Hollywood and other jew-movieindustry locations. He still acts when he wants to, but he has been producing movies and tv shows all along, hand in hand with
jews. Similarly, do you remember when Charlie Sheen was chosen to make an “anti-semitic” outburst? Was he railroaded out of
shoah bizness forever? If a successful White person is found to have merely written in an email “homo” or “damn jew” or “nigger,”
the White person is run out of their job, their livelihood. But where is Charlie Sheen now? He’s up front again, basking in fame and
wealth.
Dear readers, “anti-semitic” is a fraud, a scam, and a show that jews, themselves, use now and then to prop up their supposed
“victimhood.” Occasionally, they spray-paint swastikas on their own buildings as part of the show. Don’t fall for it ever again. By the
way, by definition, Arabs are semites, too. Thus, the jews are the ultimate anti-semites because jews have killed, and are still
killing, more Arabs than anybody else ever has.

Those, above, are the Wahlberg family brothers and sister: Donnie (left), Alma, Paul, and Mark. Alma and Howie Mandel — oops,
I mean Paul — are the most obvious jews. Donnie stars on the Jew Bloods — oh, I mean the Blue Bloods — with very effective
crypto-jew Tom Sellick. My research finally turned up “Sellick” as an old jew name in American history. Anyway, Marky Mark
Wahlberg is the one who looks and acts the least jewy and is the biggest star. By the way, they are all little runts, a common
stature among the jew race.

—

Ben Geza Affleck and Casey Affleck,
jews, brothers.

Of the Affleck brothers, Casey was the more easily identifiable jew for me, even though he exhibits no single standout jewy
feature. It’s the package. You only need to be sure about one jew in the family to then be sure that they are all jews.

That’s old actress Blythe Danner, above left, with her jew offspring Gwyneth Paltrow and Jacob Paltrow. Aside: For anybody
familiar with names in the Bible’s Old Testament, that’s where jews have always loved to get names. Ben, Sam, Jacob, etc., etc.
“Jake” is just another Jacob. “Jack” is very often just another Jacob. Notice, above, that brother Jacob looks far more jewy than his
sister and mother. If we didn’t already know about them, Jacob probably could not fool us into thinking he’s a White man. But
Gwyneth probably could. Blythe Danner fooled the older generation.

There’s a scum jew “Jake” for you, above. Jake and sister Maggie Gyllenhaal. Both would be difficult for novices to identify as
jews. For me, on the street, Jake would be easy and Maggie difficult to immediately identify as jew.

The Baldwin brothers, above. If one is a jew, they are all jews. Do you see a jew? For me, Stephen is instantly and obviously a
jew. His most outstanding clue is the mouth with those up-curved ends. Personally, I never could stand to look at any of these
Baldwins, including the very successfully deceitful Alec. It took full race and jew awareness for me to fully realize why.

Jeff Bridges and Beau Bridges, brothers, are pictured above with two other jews. The “two other jews” are obvious jews. Jeff
(tallest, or least short, and bearded) had me fooled for a long time. But when I saw that jewy Beau was his blood brother, I knew.
Beau has bred a lot of jews. He and his wife have named them Casey, Jordan, Dylan, Emily, and Ezekiel “Zeke” Bridges — all
names commonly used by jews, with the latter four being historically common jew names. But you can bet that they all pretend to
be Whites in public.

Those, above, are the Wachowski brothers. I kid you not. Andy is on the left. Larry is on the right. Larry underwent operations to
make him into “Lana,” center. Another mental disorder is the sex-change, and it’s jews, not Whites, who do it, push it, and attempt
to glamorize and normalize it. Notice that it might be difficult to identify Andy as a jew, but Larry/Lana is easy. The Wachowskis are
jews. One or both of their parents were jews, and if these jews have children, the children are jews.
Let’s touch on the “elite,” shall we?

Those, above, are the parents of Bill Gates, Mr. Microsoft and international poison-vaccine pusher. Judging only by this photo, his
father is a relatively easy I.D. as jew, but his mother is difficult. However, a little research on their past quickly turns up the fact of
her jew banking family and other evidence. The conclusion is simple and solid.

Look at the two men pictured above. Does either look jewy? Does either look like somebody else you know? Both of them
resemble others, to me. The one on the right reminds me of Robert Redford, who nearly everybody would still knee-jerkedly
defend as White. Not me. Redford is a jew. And this man, on the right, is “elite” Robert Pruzan, a jew. On the left is his brother Jon
Pruzan (another John with no “h,” an obvious jew thing), a Morgan Stanley banker.

—

Image credit: Incogman.net

Here we have, above, the “elite” Kagan family of Washington DC and Jew York, New York. All five in the image are jews, including
the Nudel who married into the jew Kagan family. Only the Nudel would be difficult on the street to I.D. as a jew.
Although I have identified and exposed many others of politics, business, and media in DC and NYC in other articles (and my
previous two websites), and although I could do that again here, I think I should continue on the “entertainment” side.

Who, above, is he? The jew Regis Philbin? No. Philbin’s brother? No. A famous actor, perhaps British? No. Mr. Shampoo? Yes!
Vidal Sassoon, famous to a generation, including mine, as the seller of cherry fragrance “hair care” products. Vidal Sassoon is
from the following family of jews:

Yes, indeed, that’s a jew Sassoon family, a long time ago, in Iran. Yes, Iran. Think about it. Also, in history, the Sassoon family
was infamous as international financiers (casually, “bankers”), and they were instrumental in the opium doping of the Chinese
population in the 1800s. At that time, there were still some Chinese leaders of China, and those Chinese leaders were not happy
about the British jew Sassoons and their tribe hooking the Chinese on heroin and draining their scant money. So, there were the
two “Opium Wars,” in which the Sassoons employed their British military, about which anyone can easily read by a quick web
search. But remember, on jew sites, you will not get the full truth, and you will get lies. Wikipedia, for example, is owned and
operated by jews, where they protect their crypto-jews and blame Whites for nearly all of the jews’ historical crimes.

—

On the left and right is Vidal Sassoon, young and old. He died in 2012.
In the middle is his son Elan. They don’t look very jewy, do they? Yet,
jews they are, for sure.

In the photo above, on the right, old Vidal reminds me of Henry Fonda, crypto-jew, father of “Hanoi Jane” Fonda who is still given
wealth and fame in Hollywood.

Funny story. Sassoon adopted the Negroid on the left above, perhaps as an early yet common example of the jews trying to dupe
Whites into race-mixing. (Now, we have the absurd jews Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt with multiples.) Sassoon even gave the little

Negroid the sacred jew name “David.” But being a common low-IQ violence-prone Negroid, the “equal” little David became a
terror, and Vidal eventually shunned him, disowned him, and left him out of his will. The two females above are daughters of Vidal.
One of them could fool us as “White,” couldn’t she? She won the lottery in what the mongrel jew DNA had to offer in terms of
physical facial features. The other killed herself by narcotics — yet another example of the jews being the most mentally deranged
race who often destroy themselves even when they are living in carefree luxury. A lot of actors have done that, recently Philip
Seymour Hoffman, a jew, of course. A lot of teen and young-adult offspring of other wealthy jews do it, too, but they are not
trumpeted by the jewsmedia.
Can you imagine what the jewsmedia would do to a successful White man who adopted and then rid himself of a piece of shit like
“David Sassoon”? But jew Vidal got a pass. Of course.

—

Update, 3 Dec. 2014: Since I mentioned Brad Pitt
above, here is a photo. Most people can’t wrap their
heads around Brad Pitt being a jew. But look at his
younger brother, Doug, above left. The jew genes
displayed.

.

Who is he, above? What is his race? Is he Negroid? No. Is he a Mongoloid (Asian)? No. What’s left? Hybrids, such as the Arabs
and Mestizos, and then the White race, and finally the mongrel-DNA jew race. Is he an Arab? I wouldn’t think so. Is he White? I
would not think so, but I would not be sure. Is he a jew? Probably. Why “probably” a jew? Because he looks wealthy and probably
somewhat famous, given the clothes combined with long hair and beard, and the prepared background for intended photos of
those who come and go.
Let me give you some clues: His given name is David. His middle name is Mayer. That ought to be enough already. Conclusion:
jew. Enemy jew. Case closed. Family name: Rothschild. And here are his direct bloodline kin of almost 200 years ago:

The five jew brothers, above, were the sons of a jew Rothschild (who had changed his name from Bauer) who trained and sent his
sons to establish banks in five different European countries, and by secretly working together for jewry against the White people of
every European country, the Rothschilds rose to become the Number One criminal jew banking family in the world, surpassing the
Sassoons and the Oppenheimers, et al. According to those drawings or paintings, the Rothschilds didn’t look very jewy, did they?
Thus, they rather easily duped the Whites of Germany, Austria, France, Italy, and England. Though some names have changed,
they are related to most if not all of the following living jews:

In the top row, above, all still carry the family name Rothschild.
1) Jacob de Rothschild, in England. 2) His son Nathaniel. 3) John de Rothschild. 4) Evelyn de Rothschild. All are elite jews who
are never written about by the jewsmedia without their consent and control.
Number 5 is David Rockefeller, the most successful crypto-jew of the jew bankers in the USA. Other famous crypto-jews in the
family include Nelson Rockefeller (who got appointed to the vice presidency with dunce Gerald Ford as substitute president; both
now dead), and “Jay” Rockefeller, currently in Congress.
Number 6 is Nathan Warburg, descended from the jew Warburg brothers Paul, Max, and Felix. Their heinous, anti-White, warmaking, genociding history is too much to even begin here. They should have been killed by Whites in their day, as all of these
jews listed and pictured here should be killed by us now. Our previous duped and derelict generations left the entire job to us. We
must do what we can now.
Number 7: Henry Kissinger, an elite jew for decades in the White House and around the world.
Number 8: George Soros, crypto-jew billionaire, operating in the USA and around the world.
Number 9: Paul Volker/Volcker, elite jew, former chairman of the jews’ Federal Reserve Bank corporation and countrywide
system of massive theft by banking.

Number 10: Larry Summers, elite jew who takes the “Democrat” side in the two-party scam of Democrats and Republicans. So,
Summers was part of the Clinton and Obama groups. Kissinger and selected others have pretended to be “Republican” in the
administrations of Nixon, Ford, Reagan, and the Bushes.
Number 11: Lloyd Blankfein, jew, a head of Goldman Sachs bank, a top international power in criminal jew “finance” putting
companies and governments into debt that they can never get out of — unless the jews waive their debts, as the jews in the USA
do for Israel, for example.
Number 12: Ben Bernanke (Benjamin Shalom Bernanke), jew, the most recent head of the Federal Reserve corporation before
the current jewess Janet Yellen.
“Christian” White elite?

This one picture really is worth a thousand words, but I won’t do that to you. Do you recognize the very obvious and famous jew?
Yes, that’s longtime mayor of Jew York City Ed Koch, in the sweater. And the man with Koch is — a White Christian? If a person
looks White and claims to be a Christian, then the person must be White, eh? Very funny. But — but — but — he’s wearing the
sacred garb! Yes, hilarious. That “Christian” pretended to be a White man during his entire career as a peddler of mind-poison,
protector of pedophiles, and robber of the duped White Christian population’s money, time, efforts, and affections. That’s
archbishop John Joseph O’Connor, also called cardinal O’Connor. Was he White, was he Irish? No. He was a jew. If you doubt
me, look it up. The jew sources will try to minimize the exposure. Don’t fall for it. The woman at right above is the jew JJ
O’Connor’s sister, Mary. She probably spent her life pretending 90 percent of the time to be White. Do you see any other jews in
that photo? Yes, you do, though you may not realize it. The most obvious one is the runt jew, far left, in the black hat.
Comedians Work Just For Laughs?

Which one is not a jew in this image and the combo-image below? Above, their names are Peter Kaminsky, Kelly Carlin, Lewis
Black, and Richard Belzer.

I continue the question: Which one is not a jew? There is only one non-jew. In this lower photo, who is that guy in the blue t-shirt
on the left? That’s George Carlin, the famous comedian, now dead. In the first photo of the two above, the Kelly Carlin is the
daughter of the comedian. At right, immediately above, is the cast of a George Carlin tv show. Two or three of them are still
somewhat famous, right? They’re jews.
So, which one is not a jew? (Drum roll …………..) The dog.

Well, let’s slide from comedy back to elite and jewlywood. Above, how many different men do you see? How many jews? Answer:
Two men. All jews. Which is John Kerry, the U.S. secretary of state? And which one is actor Jeff Daniels? Kerry is on the left. He
was outed as a jew during the Clinton administration, as was Madeleine Albright, both of them lying about not having known they
were jews. The other actor — Jeff Daniels — is in both the center photo and right photo. Currently, he stars in “The Newsroom,”
an anti-White, anti-White-male, slick fiction pretending to teach about journalistic reality. This season, I monitored the first two
episodes as free torrent files, and saw their attempts to prop up the jews’ lies about the false-flag Boston Marathon firecracker
“bombings” and the ongoing charade of “whistle-blowers” covered by the big jewsmedia.

—

Both jews: Glen Greenwald, homo. Edward
Snowden, on the right. I know, he doesn’t “look
like” a jew. Neither do some of the Sassoons,
Rothschilds, Rockefellers, etc. etc.

Aside: Dear reader, dare I mention Edward Snowden? In a long line of crypto-jew sham “whistleblowers” from Daniel Ellsberg
to today, Snowden was another jew Snow job. Every true part of what Snowden has said — and through the jew homo

“journalist” Glen Greenwald — we knew already. The “exposure” was part damage control, part international Distraction, and
all a game that the jews love to play.

More from “The Newsroom.” It’s main jew brain is the same jew who masterminded the “West Wing” about a decade ago, named
Aaron Sorkin. (Note the name “Aaron” and all its homonyms, such as Arin, Aron, and Erin.) Little runt Martin “Sheen” (short for
Sheenie, ha ha) was the most effective crypto-jew among the main cast of all jews. In the photo, Sam Waterston, above left, black
eyebrows and all, has been an effective crypto-jew actor. Next to him is Daniels (a family name that is a first name, and it’s
pluralized; jews do that a lot), and then an obvious jew whose name I don’t know, and then what is that on the right? That is the
pretend-White wife of pretend-White Jeff Daniels. And they have children, who they raised in Michigan, serving to more deeply
dupe the White population. My gosh, folks, as I have shown by photos, names, and personal details, even small places like
Marquette, Michigan, and Crossville, Tennessee, are infested with jews. They are all enemy jews. They all serve jewry. They are
all anti-White and anti- every other race. But only the White race has the intelligence and capability of ridding the planet of the jew
scourge, which is why the jews still try to keep most of their population secret and desperately push their anti-White propaganda
by every means public and private.

The Wikileaks scam operation. Public head of the show: Julian Assange, a crypto-jew. Why do the “leak” organizations never leak
on the jews and expose jews? The answer is obvious.
Ok, let’s juice it up.

Surely, all adult Americans recognize the man in middle, above. Al Gore. Who’s the juicer on the left with the too-big mouth? That
is one of Gore’s daughters, Karenna. She married the guy on the right. Do you remember the banker jew pictured far above who
didn’t look jewy but who directly funded the jew revolution against the White leadership in Russia about 100 years ago? His name
was Jacob Schiff. And here we have another Schiff, directly down the jew Schiff bloodline, named Andrew. Andrew Schiff married
Karenna Gore. Now, “ignorant” rightly means “not knowing yet,” and “stupid” means “unable to know.” So, I say that the ignorant
among us are still saying that the “elite White-traitor Gore family” married into the jew Schiff family. But I hope, after all of the
above, my dear readers know better, or at least suspect better. Indeed, the Gores are surely crypto-jews. Sometimes a different
photo, in the right light, reveals enough:

See the lizard-ish characteristic there? It is another useful clue to identifying many jews. Please don’t go crazy and buy into the
David Icke nonsense about jews shape-shifting in and out of lizard form. That’s another “David” of Distraction, a jew operation to
discredit our truly White truthtellers who are fully wise to the enemy jews. Tim Olyphant of the show “Justified” is another who, in
the right light at a fortuitous angle as seen briefly on the show, has looked very lizard-ish.
Sports
Most of our Whites still don’t know that jews own the major sports leagues of the USA and Europe. They even have become so
bold as to have obvious jews as the public-face commissioners and such. Anyway –.

Please excuse that painful site, above. What is it? Not Natalie Portman, eh. What does it have to do with sports? That thing is
pictured at an NBA (basketball) Hall Of Fame event. Name: Nancy Lieberman. Yes, it was before the time of most NBA zombies
today, but the jews actually put this chest-shooting jew into the NBA long ago. Speaking of sickening anti-White-man spectacles,
the Harlem Globetrotters were (are they still in operation) a jew-owned, jew-directed sideshow — one of the endless parade of
such anti-White Distractions keeping Americans busy arguing about anything but the vital truth.

Sarah Hughes, famous figure skater, jew, stands with a jew on her left and a jew on her right. The relatively stupid, former(?)
alcoholic jew in the picture is George W. Bush, given two terms in the White House because the Bush family has so effectively
kept their jewness secret. Our duped Whites who had/have hopes in the “Republicans” ignorantly defended this enemy of
humanity.

Here, above, is the Jeb Bush family. “Jeb” is a brother of George W., and those brothers are the sons of George Herbert Walker
Bush who was head of the CIA before he became vice president and then president of the USA. The Walker and Bush families go
way back as bankers and politicians. Look at them in the photo above. Do you see any jews? My gosh, it’s obvious, isn’t it? The
mongrel jew DNA spewed forth some of its infamous physical traits there. The jewy ones won’t be running for president, will they?

President Woodrow Wilson wasn’t the first president to help his jews promote mere ball games into Divisive Distractions against
our race. The great Eustace Mullins long ago identified Wilson as a crypto-jew, and since Mullins had a record of being about 95
percent correct in his entire body of work, we ought to believe him. In fact, we have no good reason not to believe him in regard to
Wilson. Not long after Wilson, along came the certain, heinous, mass-murdering jew named Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who was
given four terms in the White House. Yes, four terms. He died while reigning for his jews. Back to Wilson: How many jews do you
see there with Wilson? Immediately and obviously, the two men inhabiting each armpit of Wilson are I.D.’d with certainty as jews.

Spectacle sports are infested with jews. Most infested are the games that are wrongly called “sports,” such as golf. Since the jew
race in general detests physical labor, golf is one of their favorite “sports.” How can walking interrupted by a swing every ten
minutes or so be called a sport? This article is already loooong, so I am not going to bother with lists and photos, but just to get
you started: One of golf’s obvious jews currently slathered with praise is Rory McIlroy, a curly haired jewy jew. McIlroy is pictured,
at right. That photo should make every White doubly desire to kill that jew. One, he’s an enemy jew. Two, if that woman is White,
he is defiling a White woman. Unacceptable.

Is that a jew above? Look at the flip-out of the earlobes. Remember that in a photo far above? Otherwise, he might be difficult for
most novices to identify as a jew. For veterans, the package is full of subtle clues, from the gel-tamed hair, to the nose-mouth
area, and the educated anticipation that the mouth would stretch too wide in a full smile — wider than any Whites’ mouths do.
So, his name is Arthur Sulzberger Jr. He has descended in the family who owns and operates the New York Times, which was
bought by his jew ancestor Adolph Ochs in 1896. The Jew York Times has been lying for jewry for 118 years, and counting. And
nearly every single newspaper and tv station across the country has repeated for more than a century the “news” from the
JewYorkTimes as if it’s all true and verified.
Of course, the JewYorkTimes has a Sports section.
More games. Deadly games.

For anyone who doesn’t yet know what the “ADL” in that photo, above, stands for, it’s the “Anti Defamation League.” It’s a jew
organization that those invaders set up a century ago to pretend that jews are against the “defamation” of people. The reverse is
true, as usual. The jews use the ADL to defame our entire White race and any member of any other race who speaks any truth
about the jews. If you look at their website, you’ll see that what I have said is true. What they say and what they do are usually
complete opposites.
Example: The jews say they are against “racism.” Actually, they are 100 percent in favor of racism — totally in favor of their own
race. Worse, they are against all other races.
Example: The jews say they are against “hate.” Actually, they hate all of humanity outside the jew race, as their racial rulebook
The Talmud and their Old Testament clearly show. Deuteronomy, anyone? Every lie they tell related to their Holocau$t hoax is a

spew of hatred against all Germans of the White race. Every Hollywood production misleading people to think Whites are the
villains of the home, the workplace, the stadium, the governments, the banks, and the world are spews of hatred against the entire
White race. While nonWhites are encouraged to spew hate — and inflict violence — upon Whites, a mere utterance by Whites of
“nigger” or “kike” gets our Whites run out of their jobs by the jews.
In that photo above, how many of those men do you recognize as jews? From left, they are Gary Ackerman, NY congressman;
Abraham Foxman, longtime head of the jew ADL; Raymond Kelly, NY police commissioner; Rudolph Giuliani, former NYC mayor.
They are all jews.
Now, here’s another connection with the conveniently timed “Blue Bloods” tv propaganda starring jew Tom Selleck. Major, awful
things done by crypto-jew Raymond Kelly as NYC police commissioner have been covered by the tv show, with Selleck’s
commissioner character jew-justifying such crimes as internationalizing the NYC police. Yes, the JewYorkCity police work
internationally, on a parallel with the FBI’s similar invasion of other countries. Meanwhile, Selleck’s character pretends to be an
Irish man, which I suppose a jew with the name “Raymond Kelly” also pretends to be.
Who does not yet realize that all of jewry must be killed? Everything the jews do, from the local doctor to the teachers and
politicians to Hollywood to bankers to Washington DC, they are all serving their race in their relentless drive to genocide our White
race.

It should come as no surprise that the race with by far the highest rate of insanity and other mental scourges is also the race with
by far the highest rate of homosexuals. The graphic above includes homos — again, not surprisingly pedophiles (rapists of
children) — in the USA and little Britain. That’s just a whiff of the fact that it’s a problem in every jew-controlled White country.
Various sites on my TruthfulSites pages have listed and pictures hundreds and thousands of them. Even in most small towns,
people have heard of, or know, a homo pedophile, and they think the heinous pervert is a White man. WRONG. Almost certainly,
the heinous pervert is a crypto-jew.

There is nothing new about jew homos on the Supreme Court of the United States. That thing pictured above is named Elena
Kagan. Yes, jew homo U.S. Supreme Court “justice.” The first then-known jew to be put on the Supreme Court was Louis Dembitz
Brandeis, appointed by the president throwing the baseball pictured above in this article. Yes, Woodrow Wilson, the same scum
jew who lied his way into office saying he would not send Americans to fight and die in a European war; the same scum jew who
sent Americans to kill our best fellow Whites across the ocean in WW1; the same scum jew who signed the first of the jews’
Federal Reserve Acts giving control of the entire U.S. money system to the jews.

More “elite,” eh? That’s the pope, calling himself “Pope Francis,” above left, with Henry Eyring, president of the Mormons. Which
one is a jew?
Yeah, that was a bit of a trick question. No matter which one you picked, you are right. They are both jews. Have you read the
easily found truth about how the Mormon religion was founded? No White man was nor is capable of such an absurd, monstrously
stupid hoax. And no White-founded religion would be enshrined and protected by the jewsmedia and jewed government as the
Mormon corporation has.

I hear ya. “What is that?!” That is an “elite White.” It’s a jew, of course. Name: Debbie Wasserman Schultz, head of the Democratic
National Committee.
Oh, folks, just from my own archives I could give you another thousand photos and descriptions, historical and current.
It’s sickening.
It’s almost depressing because the infestation is so large.
It angers us to think, to know, that previous generations left the entire job to us. The wealthy White truthteller Henry Ford, the welltraveled White truthteller Eustace Mullins, the fiery White truthteller George Lincoln Rockwell, the great and scholarly White
truthteller Revilo Oliver — none of them killed any jews. None of them funded a secret group of heroic White men to begin to get
the job done.
The lesson is this: None of us can leave the job for somebody else to do. Every one of us White MEN must do his share. See
advice in linked articles at the bottom of this website.

Dear Veterans of the U.S. military: That thing above is named Robert McDonald, and he is the Secretary of Veterans Affairs.
Despite the White name, which was stolen from our White western-Europe ancestors, that thing is a jew — very obviously a jew.
Dear Veterans, you killed or helped others in the military to kill hundreds, thousands, millions, of people around the world. None of
those killed were actually enemies to our race as long as they were in their own countries. The worldwide enemies to our race are
the jews. And you didn’t kill any jews. But now you know that jews are the Enemy, both foreign and domestic. It is your duty to kill
the enemy, the correct enemy. The only way to balance what you have done and to become a hero of our greatest of all races is to
kill enemy jews among us.
Do it carefully. Do it efficiently. Tell no one. Preserve your anonymity going and coming so that you will remain free to operate
again, and again, at your pleasure, on your timetable, in your choice of location, by your choice of methods.
Every single killed jew is progress. Every White person who kills a jew is a White hero. Also, not that it matters, a White hero is
also a hero of humanity, though most of the members of the other races are too stupid to know it and appreciate it.

That damn thing above, named George Aigen, poisons the minds of our children and everyone else in the captive audiences at
schools, etc., where he spews the jews’ LIES about our race, about Germans of the White race, about World War 2, and especially
about the Holocau$t hoax. The reported world jew population was about 15 million right before WW2, and it was about 15 million
right after WW2. No kidding. But jews don’t report those figures in their media. Even some jews at universities have admitted that
no showers were used to kill anybody during WW2; that gas chambers — all of which were small — were for killing lice in clothing
and bed linens — never for killing any people; that the International Red Cross visited the camps and honestly reported that there
was no evidence of intentional killing but in fact full evidence of medical care, exercise facilities, and entertainment facilities
(hospitals, soccer fields and a swimming pool, a theatre). Movie director jew Spielberg has video proof and eyewitness testimony,
but he chooses only the best liars for his false “documentaries” and his Hollywood fictions.
That jew Aigen, and Spielberg, and all of those scum jews preaching their lies to our White children need to be killed asap. They
are the haters. They are the invaders. They are the enemy. We are the defenders. We are the pursuers and deliverers of
JUSTICE.
There is no justice if the White individual has no right to deliver justice.
The only justice, and the only rights, we will ever have are the rights we claim and defend and put to use!

And what, above, is that? That is a jew spewing lies under the cover of “comedy.” Going by the name of Sarah Silverman, that
enemy parasitic scum actually claims to be a White person while she works to poison the minds of Whites (and the other races
wrongly in the USA and watching her antics in the jewsmedia). She needs to be killed asap. Likewise, the other jews claiming to
be Whites as they push genocide against our race by saying that the world will be better off without Whites and that “racism” will
die out as the White race dies out. I’m not kidding. The so-called journalist Joe Klein, a jew, published such things for all to see,
though some of it was quickly withdrawn when attention was called to it. Other documented examples are not difficult to find.
Granted, the celebrity jews are more difficult to safely kill than are the crypto-jews infesting our towns, counties, cities, and states.
No problem. Every jew killed is progress. The jews in the lawyer offices, the jew doctors, the jew professors, and any of their
family members — all are easier, viable, worthwhile targets.
Consider situations and locations where you can be unknown, where the particular location and jew have no connection to you.
Leave no evidence directly linking you to the deed. Voila, it’s an instant cold case for the jew-serving law thugs.

By now, any White reader ought to be able to look at those three photos above and identify three different races. Their DNA has
expressed itself in the physical features of all three, making each an obvious member of his race.
From left, they are the following, with brief descriptions of typical racial traits:
1. A White man of the White race, often called the “European race.” This specimen is a combination of White DNA from the
German and Irish subraces of the White race — both of which descend from Nordic Whites. The White race is the race of
invention, of generosity, of order, of sanitation, of strength, courage, justice, handsome and beautiful blond, and of gross gullibility
to the biggest lies oft repeated. The name of the White man in the photo is James Laffrey, leader of WhitesWillWin.
2. A jew of the jew race, often called by the collective noun “jewry.” Of mixed DNA from the three major races (mongrel DNA, of
Mongoloid, Negroid, and White DNA) long ago stabilized by inbreeding, the jew race exhibits a variety of physical and mental
traits overlapping with those of the three major races. Famous, historic traits include black curly hair, prognathism (the forward
push of the mouth and nose which comes from the Negroid portion of the jew DNA), slanted forehead, short stature, unique
diseases, a racially united focus against physical labor, against all other races, for lying and cheating of every kind, for hatefully
destroying every civilization created and built by the superior White race. The name of the jew in the photo is Edgar Bronfman Jr.,
of the pretend-White side of the Bronfman family exposed above in this article.
3. A Negroid man of the Negroid race, also called the “African” race after their continent of origin. Of DNA relatively close to the
DNA of the other primates of Africa, this race typically exhibits low-IQ, small physical brain size and less complex brain tissues,
prognathism, propensity for violence including violent crime against others of their own race and all others, black wiry hair, extralarge mouth capacity, moccasin feet, flat feet, no invention, unique diseases, laziness toward productive work but energetic
toward unproductive and/or destructive play and crime. The name of the pictured specimen is Barack Obama Sr. He was born,
appropriately, in Africa (Kenya) and died there, too.

Again, there are three very clear and distinct races, above.
In fairness and in desire, I would like to mention the Mongoloid race who I have not pictured specifically in order to keep the last
presentation simple and memorable. The Mongoloid race is the “Asian race,” of which the so-called “American Indians” are a
subrace. The only admirable slice of the Mongoloid race is the Japanese subrace.
We can easily judge races by PERFORMANCE through history while setting aside the science of DNA. By performance, only
the White race has invented, built, and shared with all. Only the White race could, and did, make fantastic “impossibilities” into
fantastic realities: photography, flight, wireless communication of audio and video, and more. Only the Japanese subrace of the
Mongoloid race has shown the intelligence combined with secondary inventiveness and cooperation with us to deserve honorable
mention. (And remember WW2: The Japanese were on the right side, for the White race, against the jew-controlled governments
of White countries.)
Conclusion

—

These White girls and this White boy, all siblings,
were forced into a room with their White parents.
And they were all slaughtered — by jews. The
name of one of the daughters was Anastasia. This
is only one group of the millions of White families
the jews have slaughtered during the last 100
hundred years, and counting. How many photos
of how many White children murdered by jews do
I have to show for our still-weakminded men to
man-up, to know that we must respond by killing
all of the jews — their babies, their teenagers,
their women, their men — all of them.

We White MEN are fully awake, we are very well informed, and we are now ready to carry out our duty to kill the parasitic invasive
jew race. As we relieve our country of the jew scourge, any members of the other nonWhite races and their hybrids who oppose us
will be expelled or killed — our choice, any place, any time.
After we re-establish White control of our entire country, and as we help our fellow Whites in other White countries re-establish
their full control of those countries, we will operate in fairness and in peace with the other races in their own countries.
Only the White race is capable, as proved by historical performance and supported by evidence from DNA and intelligence tests,
of establishing such world peace.
White MEN, do your share.
Whites Will Win.
Signed,
James T. Laffrey
This entry was posted in Clues to I.D. jews, Secret jews "crypto-jews" and tagged affleck, and descriptions, angelina jolie and brad
pitt, baldwin brothers, barack obama, beau bridges, blue bloods, blythe danner, bronfman family, csi, david rothschild, edgar
bronfman, friends, fully wake up to crypto-jews, gyllenhaal, hollywood, homosexual jews, images, jeff bridges, jews are not Whites,
jews are not Whites -- but most of them in the USA pretend to be Whites, jews are the ultimate haters, joshua kelley, katherine heigl,

old testament, on tv and in movies, paltrow, pedophile jews, philip seymour hoffman, photos, rothschild brothers family, sassoon,
seinfeld, state of affairs, the blacklist, the knick, they are all jews, tv show, wahlberg, washington dc by wwwjames. Bookmark the
permalink.

About wwwjames
After 50 years of being fed every kind of distortion, half-truth, and outright lie about the White race of humanity, I finally
overcame. So can you. Together, we will fight back, and we Whites will win -- again.
View all posts by wwwjames →

10 THOUGHTS ON “FULLY WAKE UP TO CRYPTO-JEWS. MOST IF NOT ALL ‘BAD ELITE WHITES’ ARE CRYPTO-JEWS. ”

Dazed But No Longer As Confused on 24 November 2014 at 8:45 pm said:

James,
Great lengthy posts lately- keep the photos/captions coming…
Do you remember that 70s TV show Starsky & Hutch?
That little “Starsky” guy always bothered me- just couldn’t stand watching him- or even the show for that matter. Was
Starsky a Jew in real life?
If so, Jewish-controlled Hollywood passed him off in the show as an “Italian.” Also, they would always have characters
confuse the two on purpose- for example the blond headed guy- women would always accidentally call him “Starsky”
instead of “Hutch.” That was probably deliberate- to confuse young white viewers visually, etc. later down the road in their
lives- ex. school, college etc.
White women would always “flaunt” after the Jewy looking “Starsky” character but were never really interested in the
better looking “Hutch” fellow. And the Hutch fellow always seemed to go for colored/asian/etc women.
Another interesting observation- the Jews would always put a watch on Starsky’s left wrist- however if one were very
observant- one would note that Starsky always naturally held a gun, pencil, etc with his LEFT hand.
This is not the first time that I have noticed Hollywood putting watches on the left wrist- on a real-life true lefty- trying to
pass him off as a right-handed man.
What’s with that? Have always heard that left handed men were more prone to crime and homosexuality- may not be true
though. Jews of course are- a known fact. Interesting observation that you might could elaborate on.
Oh yeah, the Jews would present the show like this- “Yes, we realize that our non-Jewish viewers have an aversion to
Starsky, but Hutch seems to really like him- so shouldn’t you too?” That’s perhaps calculated as well- so non-Jewish
viewers will go out an emulate Hutch- meaning allow an annoying little Jew boy to chase and befriend them (read spy on
them) cause hey- after all, Hutch is cool- and he’s best pals with a little annoying Jewy acting guy- so I guess I could put up
with it too- I’ll give it a try.
So I’m calling Starsky a Jew- in both real life and (deceitfully representing one) on the screen- all under the guise of being
“Italian”- a Nationality by the way.
Basically, give us the Jew lowdown on Starsky & Hutch if there is one.
Oh yeah, that David Mayer Rothschild character up above reminded me of the actor Robert Duvall – something around the
eyes. LOL

wwwjames
on 25 November 2014 at 8:40 am said:

I couldn’t stand that show, though I don’t remember why. As I recall, I never watched an entire episode.

You’re right: Starsky was played by a jew. So was Hutch. A quick photo search flushes Starsky down the jew toilet
on first glance. However, Hutch was played by DAVID “Soul,” who may have been a real blond. But jews luck into
birthing a blond now and then. The official birth name of DAVID “Soul” was David SOLBERG. That, plus the RULE
Of THUMB, and he is surely a jew. Additional details in the wiki-jew-pedia bio on him add weight to the conclusion.
He’s a jew.
On lefthanders, I have NOT heard those ideas you’ve mentioned. I’ve heard other ideas, all but one being good.
(The one not good is that Arabs won’t eat with their left hand because its their ass-wipe hand.) Anyway, my mother
was lefthanded, and three of my four brothers are lefthanded. I am “bothhanded,” as I can do anything with either
hand, though I prefer writing lefthanded and throwing righthanded. My father, sister, and one brother were/are
righthanded. My father was German, my mother Irish.
Thanks for your fun comment.

Riki on 24 November 2014 at 9:36 pm said:

Dear James, this is Riki, your friend and fan from Asia. Haven’t talked to you for a while as I’ve been extremely busy lately
with my academic work and some intense part time assistance work doing translations from English to Japanese and
Chinese of the famed video product on Adolf Hitler of Dennis Wise and the book Hellstorm of Tom Goodrich. I just want to
drop a word here to express my sincere, unreserved and utmost admiration for this latest great article of yours on exposing
the jews, A fantastic and fabulous read of exceedingly informative, enlightening, and educating value! Thank you, my
friend, keep on your good work and take great care of yourself.

wwwjames
on 25 November 2014 at 8:53 am said:

Riki, it’s my pleasure to hear from you again, and it’s an honor to receive your generous description. I am glad to
know you are well and happily active.
I have long wondered why you went silent on email.
Your greeting has reminded me that I have written a draft of an article, with images, about the anti-jew proAdolfHitler group in Japan. But it is one of many drafts competing for my limited time to finish and publish. Anyway,
because of your comment here, I now intend to publish it soon. And I think you will like it. My hope is that it will
have persuasive power when doubters among my fellow Whites see that intelligent and brave Japanese are in
agreement with us.

Riki
on 25 November 2014 at 12:12 pm said:

Dear James, thank you very much for your kind understanding and your generous words. You know, I went
silent on emails really because my life got much busier than usual from that certain moment, and I also
remember we had come to conclude our discussions on certain topic exactly at the time when I ceased to
write emails while holding the idea of restarting our communications again any time I would have more free
time or have a question to ask you or a specific theme to discuss with you. So I beg your kind pardoning for
my inactivity in writing to you for the past period, and am deeply grateful to receive your remarks of
generosity and kindness.
I am really excited about your draft writing on a Japanese Nationalist group with the rightly anti-Jew and
pro-Hitler stance. Good for them! I eagerly look forward to seeing the article being published by your on this
great site of yours soon and I thank you warmly for your earnest effort and your remarkable insight and
perspicacity on discovering and commenting on this healthy and brave force of Japanese people.
Finally, I have two questions when reading this long and illuminating article of yours on identifying Jews. I
was puzzled by two phrases you used as Jew-wise know-how due to the unfamiliar language and my lack
of knowledge. So please help instruct and enlighten me in that regard. 1) You mentioned for several times

“the Rule of Thumb” about identifying Jews. What does it mean? Please kindly explain. 2) You also
mentioned “the area between nose and mouth” as seemingly another evidence in helping locating a cryptojew. Can you further explain its meaning to me? Thanks again my friend! Please do take good care of
yourself in your righteous, heroic and risk-prone struggle against the evil Jewry.

wwwjames
on 25 November 2014 at 9:02 pm said:

Hi, Riki.
1.
My “Rule Of Thumb,” which is near the very top of the article, is:
Rule of Thumb: If jewsmedia, jewsbanks, and/or jewlywood are giving fame and fortune to somebody, that
somebody is NOT WHITE.
Thus, as examples: supposed Whites such as Bill Gates, Donald Trump, Alan Alda, and Joe Biden are NOT
WHITE. In borderline cases, a little extra evidence is all it takes to be sure.
2.
As to the “nose and mouth” area providing clues, a person can develop the skill of recognizing those clues
by looking at many photos and/or videos of jews and seeing how they differ from Whites.
It will help if I assemble quotes picked from the article above:
* “His most outstanding clue is the mouth with those up-curved ends.” (jew Stephen Baldwin).
* “the too-big mouth” (jew Karenna Gore). The following linked article will flesh out that subject for you. It is
subtitled “The Too-Wide Mouth”:
http://www.whiteswillwinparty.org/?p=2373
* “the mouth would stretch too wide in a full smile — wider than any Whites’ mouths do.” (jew Arthur
Sulzberger). This is also fully explained in the link just above.
* “prognathism (the forward push of the mouth and nose which comes from the Negroid portion of the jew
DNA)”.
Note: There are a lot of Asians with prognathism, but not the Japanese. Example, Very many Southeast
Asians exhibit prognathism along with other Negroid characteristics, such as the very shallow brain case
and thick lips.
Conclusion: The variety of facial features exhibited by jews includes many that we can learn to recognize
as strong clues. Some of those never, or nearly never, appear in Whites. For example, the thick-lipped
mouth of most Israeli prime ministers never appears among Whites. The more we develop our skill, the
more we can also recognize those features, and their combinations, when they are subtle.
For you, Riki, admirable scholar and cultural expert, it would be supremely valuable to develop skill in
distinguishing jews from Japanese and/or Chinese people. Very difficult? Yes! I speak of the jews who have
interbred with Japanese and Chinese people in order to pass as Japanese and Chinese.
Suggestion: You might find family photos quite revealing, as I have shown above. Comparing the siblings of
presidents, prime ministers, top bankers, top celebrities, and comparing groups of their offspring might show
selected emergences of jew features.
I know that many Japanese people can immediately recognize Koreans in Japan as not Japanese. A big
clue is in the jaw shape. So, it must be possible to develop the skill to recognize jewy features of
supposedly “Japanese” jews.
Gratefully,
James

Mr. Nelson on 28 November 2014 at 9:13 am said:

Jews propagandizing in the “singles” want ads in cities across America. See examples displayed at MurderByMedia2:
http://murderbymedia2.wordpress.com/2014/11/27/oyveycupid/
Some of those females in the photos could pass as White. But all, or nearly so, of the selected examples say their
“religion” is “Judaism,” so they’re not quite cryptos. However, the ones who claim to be Whites are disgusting liars and
cryptos, wouldn’t you say?
The repetition of certain key phrases and mind-poisons tells us that either the ads are fakes written by propagandizing
Jews, or the ads are real and those Jews are following basic guidelines that they got in synogogue or some such antihuman assembly.
I hope you had a good Thanksgiving, James.

wwwjames
on 28 November 2014 at 7:44 pm said:

I give thanks to you doubly, sir.
May you and yours enter the Yule merrily — or as near as can be under these circumstances.

Fox on 30 November 2014 at 3:28 am said:

Now that I look back on it, the headteacher/principal at my primary/elementary school was a crypto-jew. It was a catholic
school but he had the nose, forehead, eyes and hair of a jew. His last name was also a forename, suspiciously. Even
worse, he ran a financial scam in the school since before I attended and until after I left, which I was swindled in along with
every student. Twenty pence a day had to be paid for some vague undefined purpose cryptically called ‘book money’.
Nobody seemed to think to question it, we knew of no other school system so everyone just brought along their shekels
weekly like good little goyim. One pound a week, thirty pupils a class, seven or so classes in total, for thirty-nine weeks a
year.
He took hundreds of pounds from my family alone over the years. He probably stole well over ten thousand all together.
Obviously never paid tax on it. Once I had left the school it eventually came to light but he was not punished, he briefly fled
to Thailand apparently and may already be back in Britain. One crypto-jew running a con on children that fleeced
thousands from unsuspecting goyim. I would like to speak with him sometime and reclaim the wealth. Greedy jewish
bastard, just goes to show how much chutzpah they have when they think they can get away with it.

wwwjames
on 30 November 2014 at 8:26 pm said:

That is productive recall, Fox.
Thank you for your excellent addition of personal knowledge here.
You would like to “speak with him”? From behind, my one arm around his neck and my other hand on his head
producing a very satisfying snap would do the talking for me, our White race, and humanity.

Comments are closed.
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TNTis = TruthNotTold in schools
* 1787:
.................The Painful Truth About The Writers Of Our Constitution
* Advice for Safely Eliminating jews Now
.................1. THE BEST: How To Kill jews, Per A Military Manual
.................2. Don't 'Fight': Just Kill
.................3. Go On A Dry Run
.................4. Our Freedom Weaponry (from "accidents" to pellet guns)
.................5. Putting Our Tools To Best Use (aka "Need A Job?")
.................6. No Weapon? No Problem.
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